ORDER FORM
CUSTOMER No :

(If known or please write ‘New Customer’ )

Framing Ltd

EMAIL :
Delivery Instructions or Delivery Address (If different)
To insure efficient delivery please supply a delivery option or other instructions.
For example 'If out leave with neighbour', Leave parcel in garage' or 'Not in on Wednesday'

Name:
Address:

Postcode:

Postcode:
Date:

Telephone:

Signature:

Got The Picture? Let us help you place your order, please phone or email with any
query or complete this form and we will call/email you to confirm the order details.
TEL 0207 829 4230 FAX 0207 829 4233 Email framing@jacksonsart.co.uk
Step

1

Style of Framing - please use the space to sketch out your desired frame, please include measurements.

Float Mounted
Generally made into a box frame,
so that the glazing does not rest on
the image.
The whole piece of paper is visible

Float Mounting in Box
Glass Size
Sight Edge

Fillets

Are you float mounting? What is your paper size?

Art
Points

Matt
Rebate Length

How much space would you like around the paper?

Backing
Rebate Depth

Would you like an Edge to Edge Box, no white paper on show?
If Edge to Edge Box, what is the image size?

Matt Mounted
The glazing can rest on the Matt
mount and not touch the image
For ‘image’ please include any
signatures or edition numbers
which need to be visible through
the aperture

Centred
Bottom Weighted
Leaving a larger mount at the
bottom of the piece

Matt Mounting

What is your image / aperture size?

Glass Size
Sight Edge

How much space would you like around the image ~
Top

Sides

Bottom

Matt

Glass
Art

Backing

Points
Rebate Length

This will make your frame size / glass size?
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Rebate Depth
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ORDER FORM

Framing Ltd

Got The Picture? Let us help you place your order, please phone or email with any
query or complete this form and we will call/email you to confirm the order details.
TEL 0207 729 4230
FAX 0207 729 4233
Email framing@jacksonsart.co.uk
Step

1

Style of Framing - please use the space to sketch out your desired frame, please include measurements.

No mount
Generally made into a box frame
if using glazing, so that the glazing
does not rest on the image.
Or a canvas or panel without glazing in inlay or rebate moulding

Canvas Rebate Moulding with Slip

Inner Frame
Slip

Are you framing a panel, what is the panel size?
Are you framing a canvas, what is the canvas size?

Sight Edge
Canvas

Points

Rebate Lengths
Rebate Depth

Would you like an inner frame used as a mount?

Off Set/Close Crop
for floating canvases

Canvas or panel framing without
glazing in inlay moulding. The rebate
lengths can be cut over large to
allow for a floating edge. If a very
large float is required we may need
to use a separate piece of moulding
Inlay Canvas Frame
Rebate Depth

Are you framing a panel, what is the panel size?

Canvas
Rebate Length

Are you framing a canvas, what is the canvas size?
Would you like an air gap to float the canvas, how much extra?

Step

2

Frame Details

Matt Mounted:

Which colour matt board would you like?

If using fillets we match them to the matt board, unless stated otherwise.

Moulding Code:

Which moulding would you like?

Wood Finish Desired: If you have chosen a natural Obeche, Ash, Tulip or Pine, please state which colour or
finish you’d like us to apply to your frame.
Portrait or Landscape?
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